
No Pun Intended
Sentence Examples

1. He told the chef his steak was undercooked, so the chef said it was a rare mistake.

2. I wanted to buy a bakery, but it was just too crumby for my taste.

3. The magician got board of pulling rabbits out of hats, so he started pulling rabbits

out of the deck of cards.

4. I'm reading a book on anti-gravity. It's impossible to put down.

5. Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana.

6. I'm reading a book on the history of glue. I can't put it down!

7. The potato was so underground, it was a real tuber.

8. I'm on a seafood diet. I see food, and I eat it.

9. I'm friends with all electricians. We have a great current relationship.

10. I'm friends with musicians. We have noteworthy conversations.

11. Why don't scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything.

12. I used to play piano by ear, but now I use my hands.

13. I couldn't figure out how lightning works, but then it struck me.

14. Why did the math book look sad? Because it had too many problems.

15. The kleptomaniac don't understand puns; they take things literally.

16. Never trust an atom; they make up everything.

17. I can't stand negative people.

18. I'm reading a book on anti-gravity. It's a real page-turner.

19. Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana.

20.I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.

21. When chemists die, they barium.

22.I told my wife she was drawing her eyebrows too high. She looked surprised.

23. I know a lot of jokes about retired people, but none of them work.



24.The pessimist's blood type is always B-negative.

25.What do you call a fish with no eyes? Fsh.

26.I'm friends with all electricians. We have a great current relationship.

27. I'm friends with musicians. We have noteworthy conversations.

28.Why don't scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything.

29.I used to play piano by ear, but now I use my hands.

30.I couldn't figure out how lightning works, but then it struck me.

31. Why did the math book look sad? Because it had too many problems.

32.The kleptomaniac don't understand puns; they take things literally.

33.Never trust an atom; they make up everything.

34.I can't stand negative people.

35. I'm reading a book on anti-gravity. It's a real page-turner.

36.Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana.

37. I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.

38.When chemists die, they barium.

39.I told my wife she was drawing her eyebrows too high. She looked surprised.

40.I know a lot of jokes about retired people, but none of them work.

41. The pessimist's blood type is always B-negative.

42.What do you call a fish with no eyes? Fsh.

43.I'm friends with all electricians. We have a great current relationship.

44.I'm friends with musicians. We have noteworthy conversations.

45.Why don't scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything.

46.I used to play piano by ear, but now I use my hands.

47. I couldn't figure out how lightning works, but then it struck me.

48.Why did the math book look sad? Because it had too many problems.

49.The kleptomaniac don't understand puns; they take things literally.

50.Never trust an atom; they make up everything.

51. I can't stand negative people.

52. I'm reading a book on anti-gravity. It's a real page-turner.

53.Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana.

54. I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.



55.When chemists die, they barium.

56. I told my wife she was drawing her eyebrows too high. She looked surprised.

57. I know a lot of jokes about retired people, but none of them work.

58.The pessimist's blood type is always B-negative.

59.What do you call a fish with no eyes? Fsh.

60.I'm friends with all electricians. We have a great current relationship.

61. I'm friends with musicians. We have noteworthy conversations.

62.Why don't scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything.

63.I used to play piano by ear, but now I use my hands.

64.I couldn't figure out how lightning works, but then it struck me.

65.Why did the math book look sad? Because it had too many problems.

66.The kleptomaniac don't understand puns; they take things literally.

67.Never trust an atom; they make up everything.

68.I can't stand negative people.

69.I'm reading a book on anti-gravity. It's a real page-turner.

70.Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana.

71. I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.

72.When chemists die, they barium.

73. I told my wife she was drawing her eyebrows too high. She looked surprised.

74. I know a lot of jokes about retired people, but none of them work.

75. The pessimist's blood type is always B-negative.

76.What do you call a fish with no eyes? Fsh.

77. I'm friends with all electricians. We have a great current relationship.

78. I'm friends with musicians. We have noteworthy conversations.

79.Why don't scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything.

80.I used to play piano by ear, but now I use my hands.

81. I couldn't figure out how lightning works, but then it struck me.

82.Why did the math book look sad? Because it had too many problems.

83.The kleptomaniac don't understand puns; they take things literally.

84.Never trust an atom; they make up everything.

85.I can't stand negative people.



86.I'm reading a book on anti-gravity. It's a real page-turner.

87.Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana.

88.I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.

89.When chemists die, they barium.

90.I told my wife she was drawing her eyebrows too high. She looked surprised.

91. I know a lot of jokes about retired people, but none of them work.

92.The pessimist's blood type is always B-negative.

93.What do you call a fish with no eyes? Fsh.

94.I'm friends with all electricians. We have a great current relationship.

95. I'm friends with musicians. We have noteworthy conversations.

96.Why don't scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything.

97. I used to play piano by ear, but now I use my hands.

98.I couldn't figure out how lightning works, but then it struck me.

99.Why did the math book look sad? Because it had too many problems.

100. The kleptomaniac don't understand puns; they take things literally.

101.
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